
Present: Zinta, Ben (was late because he was repairing a flat),
Myrill, Max (for a bit)

MC squared (I don't know how to do that on my computer) McGill
Cyclists Coalition, was proposed as a  name for the group working for

bringing bikes back onto campus. Let's start calling it something
other than COCC because it's starting to stick.

Organizational meeting for MCC 5:30 next Wednesday followed by a short
flat meeting!  Max will tell the people from urban planning and the

women from last week.

Workshops:  Workshops were discussed to start September 15, alternate
repeat workshops between all and women and trans through october for

the flats, brakes, and gears workshops.  Then in the last week of
october have the winterizing workshop for all and from then on have
the workshops for all because they are less well attended and harder

to staff in the winter. Tentative schedule below:
September 15: Flats, oiling your bike, and the basics (ALL)

September 22: Flats, oil, and the basics (WOMEN & TRANS)

September 29: Brakes (ALL)

October 6: Brakes (WOMEN & TRANS)

October 13: Gears (ALL)

20: Gears (WOMEN & TRANS)

27: WINTERIZING your BIKE (ALL)

November 3: Bottom Brackets & Cranksets (ALL)

10: Headsets, Stems & Handlebars (ALL)
17: Wheels (ALL)

24: Wheel building (ALL)
December 1: ? open to suggestions, classes end December 3

We discussed opening Wednesday, but concluded that meetings and
workshops work really well when they are regular and would be much
better attended on Wednesday.  We can talk more about increasing our
opening hours to Friday's.  For now Friday's might work on a 4 friday

rotation.
First friday of the month: Volunteer Friday
Second Friday of the Month: Tasquerade

Third Friday of the Month: Volunteer Friday
Fourth Friday of the Month: Critical Mass/ Flexible Flat Night



New Bulletin Board to be put up just inside the door on the right side
(not where the garbage is)

The couches upstairs in the refurbished student lounge are really
comfortable, not so conducive to meetings.

Ben e-mailed Barbara Ouimet (contacted us about being part of the open
forum) and she gave a detailed response to all his questions, it is in

the flat inbox.

Tasquerade needed again this week, 5pm Friday, bulletin board, used
tire organizing and checking, new tire organizing, wheels from the
storage space (Zinta is looking into finding more copper piping for

hooks for the storage space), pricing (if krzysztof can come), pass on
the extra semi-complete bikes from the storage space to caravan.  Are

we all ok with that?  Pizza provided.

People are encouraged to clear their personal bike items that have
been there for a long time because space is an issue.

We should do a bike trip to Baltimore to visit Mike P and/or we should
have the street dog when he visits.

Two rad frosh organizers came by and want to know if someone will be
there for the scavenger hunt.  Zinta said she could be here from 10-12

on Saturday and they want a question: We decided:
What part of your bike do you fix on a truing stand and how many are

there at the flat?

On the topic of the way the meetings/shop is run:
Maybe the experienced mechanic should ultimately be rotating and

wandering to be open for consultation by less experienced mechanics
while the other volunteers could be the ones to follow through on
entire projects.  At the same time we should all sort of be leaving

people to work it out after giving the information we have.

Should we sacrifice the volunteer training week?  Many people who
volunteer start in the middle of a semester so it seems like poor use

of our time and scheduling to pack it into one week.
Maybe each new volunteer should be asked to read the new training

pamphlet (Zinta is going to re-design the training pamphlet) and
attend one night as a Volunteer in Training (additional to the regular
staffing) and make sure to shadow each role for a portion of time.

This way they would get training from several people and real-time
shift experience.


